What are the differences in the Kennedy Zoom Rooms?

Tell Me

The OneIT conference rooms in the Kennedy building have been configured as Zoom Rooms. There are 3 tiers of room type:

1. **Standard**: Kennedy 101A, 301B, 330C  
   a. Zoom Room controller  
   b. Integrated video and audio bar

2. **Large room with advanced audio**: Kennedy 115  
   a. Zoom Room controller  
   b. Integrated advanced sound and microphone equipment (ceiling mounted)  
   c. Integrated phone functionality with system  
   d. Monitor power options in system

3. **Dual monitors**: Kennedy 320J  
   a. Zoom Room controller  
   b. Integrated video and audio bar  
   c. Dual monitors  
      i. Left monitor - grid view of participants  
      ii. Right monitor - active speaker or shared content (when sharing starts)  
   d. Monitor power options in system

Related FAQs

- What is a Zoom Room and what is different about it?  
- How do I initiate a meeting with a person or another Zoom Room from a Zoom Room?  
- Zoom Rooms  
- What are the differences in the Kennedy Zoom Rooms?  
- How do I start a scheduled meeting in a Zoom Room?